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By Nadine Gordimer

Bloomsbury Publishing PLC. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Telling Times: Writing
and Living, 1950-2008, Nadine Gordimer, Nadine Gordimer's life reflects the true spirit of the writer
as moral activist, political visionary and literary icon. Telling Times collects together all her non-
fiction for the first time, spanning more than half a century, from the twilight of colonial rule in
South Africa, to the long, brutal fight to overthrow South Africa's apartheid regime and to her
leadership role over the last 20 years in confronting the dangers of AIDS, globalisation, and ethnic
violence. The range of this book is staggering, from Gordimer's first piece in The New Yorker in
1954, in which she autobiographically traces her emergence as a brilliant, young writer in a racist
country, to her pioneering role in recognising the greatest African and European writers of her
generation, to her truly, courageous stance in supporting Nelson Mandela and other members of
the ANC during their years of imprisonment. Given that Gordimer will never write an
autobiography, Telling Times is an important document of twentieth-century social and political
history, told through the voice of one of its greatest literary figures.
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ReviewsReviews

It is really an awesome ebook that we actually have actually study. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Colem a n O r tiz-- Mr . Colem a n O r tiz

The ideal book i actually read. It is one of the most awesome pdf i have study. I am just happy to tell you that this is basically the best book i have study in
my own life and might be he finest ebook for actually.
-- Nettie Leuschke-- Nettie Leuschke
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